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Review: Joshua 1:1-8 & Psalm 119:41-42; Joshua 1:8c, Extraordinary Diligence

6)	No matter what kinds of exigencies each of us face, decisions have to be made in order to resolve them.
7)	And the end result for the positive-volition, Spirit-filled believer is the execution of wheel-tracks of righteousness.
8)	Such thoughts, decisions, and actions are referred to in several ways: “good deeds,” “good works,” “divine good,” or “lifting up the hands.”
9)	At this point we sought to emphasize the principle that divine good is the end result of placing Bible study as one’s top priority in life.
10)	In order to illustrate this we highlighted the Hebrew idiom, “lift up the hands” as found in Psalm 119:41-48.
11)	In this strophe, the Psalmist emphasizes the importance of Bible doctrine and its inculcation through the use of eight words.
12)	These eight words are in fact synonyms for Bible doctrine:
(1)		’imrah -	promises
(2)		dabar -	word
(3)		mishpat -	justice (judgments)
(4)		Torah -	Law
(5)		piqqudim -	precepts
(6)		‘edah -	testimonies
(7)		miswah -	commandments
(8)		huqqa -	statutes



	13)	This is the order in which they appear in the sixth strophe of Psalm 119:
Psalm 119:41 –	[CTL] May your lovingkindnesses also come to me, O Lord; Your deliverance according to Your promise [ ’imrah ],
v 42 -		so that I shall have an answer for him who reproaches me, for I have confidence in your Word [ dabar ].
v 43 -		Do not take the word of truth out of my mouth for I confidently wait with patience for Your justice [ mishpat ].
v 44 -		Through extraordinary diligence I will consistently observe Your Law [ Torah ] forever and ever.
v 45 -		I will execute the spiritual life of my dispensation endowed with the broad boundaries of grace, for I carefully research your precepts [ piqqudim ].
v 46 -		I will also speak of Your divine testimonies [ ‘edah ] before kings and shall not be ashamed.
v 47 -		I find pleasure in Your commandments [ miswah ] which I love.
v 48 -		I shall diligently make application to man and circumstances of your commandments [ miswah ], which I love.  I shall meditate, for the purpose of facilitation, on your absolute statutes [ huqqa ].
50-	This brings us back to our passage at:
Joshua 1:8a -	[CTL] “This book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth but you shall facilitate its content day and night …
1-	Next we have a result clause indicating the purpose for facilitating wheel-tracks of righteousness, “so that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it.”  The words “you may be careful” is one word in the Hebrew, our old friend,

shâmar -	“extraordinary diligence”
2-	This is the same word we encountered in Joshua 1:7 and in Psalm 119:44 that we translated “extraordinary diligence.”
3-	In all three verses the emphasis is on the application to man and circumstances of the doctrines facilitated into the soul.
Joshua 1:7b -	Perform extraordinary diligence in order to do according to all the Law which Moses My servant commanded you.
Psalm 119:44 -	Through extraordinary diligence I will consistently observe Your Law …
Joshua 1:8c -	… so that you may be extraordinarily diligent to do according to all that is written in it.
4-	The reason the Lord mandates Joshua to enter into serious Bible study is so that he can effectively execute the spiritual life of his dispensation.


